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Abstract. Gamified challenges, one of the most popular features of online weight-loss
communities, enable users to set weight-loss goals and compete with other challenge par-
ticipants via leaderboards. In this paper, using the data from a leading online weight-loss
community, we study the effect of gamified challenges on the weight-loss outcome. We
employ a dynamic model, using a system generalized method of moments estimator com-
bined with an inverse probability weighting approach, to address endogeneity issues. Our
findings indicate that participation in gamified challenges has a positive and significant ef-
fect on weight loss. We found that, on average, the participants achieved a weight loss of
0.742 kilograms (kg) by participating in at least one challenge a month. We demonstrate
that not all gamified challenges are equally effective; effective challenges do not include a
numeric weight goal (e.g., lose 5 kg), focus on exercise-only behavioral goals, and have a
large active group size. Further, the results show that the absence (presence) of a numeric
weight goal benefits users in exercise (diet) challenges. Moreover, a small active group size
can help (hurt) users in exercise (diet) challenges. We discuss, as a potential underlying
mechanism, the role of leaderboards to induce social comparison and motivate (discour-
age) users in exercise (diet) challenges. Our findings have implications for designing gami-
fied systemswith competition elements in online weight-loss communities.
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1. Introduction
Overweight and obesity have been associated with
many adverse physical and psychological health condi-
tions (National Institutes of Health 2002, Wilson et al.
2002). These conditions have become highly prevalent,
costing healthcare systems billions of dollars per year
and resulting in a significant economic crisis (Hill and
Peters 1998, Flegal et al. 2010, Cawley and Meyerhoefer
2012). With the rise of the Health 2.0 movement, online
weight-loss communities have emerged as a new cost-
effective tool to support individuals to lose weight.
These communities connect users with similar weight-
loss goals and provide them with access to many online
tools, including self-monitoring tools, forums for social
support, online educational materials, virtual coaches,
reminder emails or text messages, and goal-setting tools.
More recently, online weight-loss communities have in-
corporated gamification tools. Gamification is defined as
the use of game design elements in nongame contexts

(Deterding et al. 2011). Design elements, such as leader-
boards, points, and badges, are used to increase users’
engagement in the community and enhance users’moti-
vation to pursue their weight-loss goals.

In this paper, we focus on measuring the effect of
gamified challenges, a popular but understudied fea-
ture of online weight-loss communities. Gamified
challenges let users set weight-loss goals and compete
with other challenge participants, using gamification
elements such as leaderboards that rank users based
on their weight-loss outcome. Gamified challenges be-
came popular after the hit television reality show The
Biggest Loser, in which contestants compete to lose
weight and win a cash prize. Despite the popularity of
gamified challenges in online weight-loss communi-
ties, no research has examined or quantified their ef-
fectiveness on weight-loss outcomes. A few papers
have shown the positive effect of walking competi-
tions on users’ physical activity, as measured by
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number of steps (Chen and Pu 2014, Shameli et al.
2017). There is, however, an important difference
between walking competitions and weight-loss chal-
lenges. Based on goal-setting theory, walking is a
simple task in which learning new strategies is not nec-
essary to control the outcome (Locke 1968). In a simple
task, effort and concentration have a direct effect on the
outcome. Thus, ranking individuals based on numbers
of steps can motivate them to exert more effort and
achieve better outcomes. Weight loss, in contrast, is
a complex task that requires skilled individuals to
discover appropriate strategies before they can success-
fully manage the outcome (Locke and Latham 2002).
Thus, rankings based on weight-loss outcomes may at
times discourage individuals of slow progress. Users
may lose their focus on adopting healthy lifestyle
changes and, thus, try different strategies in an unsyste-
matic way and fail to learn which strategy is effective.
Therefore, it is not clear whether participation in gami-
fied challenges can be effective for weight-loss out-
comes. In this paper, we seek to determine the effect of
gamified challenges on users’weight-loss outcomes.

We empirically examine the effect of gamified
challenges using the data from a leading online
weight-loss community in the United States. With an
emphasis on user-generated content, this online
weight-loss community lets users track their weight,
nutrition, and physical activity and engages them
with a supportive community via general forums and
specific groups. In mid-2008, gamified challenges
were introduced as a new feature on this weight-loss
community. We randomly chose users and tracked
them for eight months, from April to November 2008
(four months before and four months after the intro-
duction of challenges). In our data, we have access to
the average weight that each user reports during a
month, and we can calculate their monthly weight-loss
performance. Further, we can observe whether a user
participated in a challenge. We also can follow users’
engagement with other features in the platform, tenure
on the platform, and personal weight-loss goals.

In this study, we focus on two main components of
gamified challenges: goal setting and gamification.
First, gamified challenges enable users to set two
types of goals: performance goals or a numeric
weight-loss target, for example, “lose 5 kilograms
(kg),” and behavioral goals or a set of dietary or phys-
ical activity strategies, such as “restrict daily caloric
intake by 1,250 calories” or “walk 10,000 steps a day.”
In our data, all challenges have a behavioral goal;
however, they may not have a numeric weight goal.
In addition, the behavioral goals in a challenge can fo-
cus on exercise, diet, or a combination of exercise and
diet. Second, the leaderboards, as a gamification tool,
can motivate users to pursue their goals in the weight-
loss challenges. In our setting, when users report their

weight, the leaderboard shows their weight-loss out-
come to the other challenge participants and ranks
them based on their performance. Therefore, leader-
boards can induce social comparison and competition.
Research has shown that competitive motivation di-
minishes with the number of participants (Garcia and
Tor 2009). Thus, we observe the number of partici-
pants in each challenge and the number of active
members who reported their weight at least once dur-
ing the challenge. The effect of weight-loss challenges
is based on each of these two components and their
characteristics and interaction. In this study, we are
interested in estimating the heterogeneous effect of
challenges with different characteristics.

For our empirical analysis, we have four estimation
challenges in regard to the causal effect of users’ par-
ticipation in challenges on their weight-loss outcome.
First, an individual’s weight at each point in time is
highly dependent on its previous value. Second,
weight loss/gain is determined by a variety of unob-
served elements, such as individuals’ motivation,
genetic predisposition, and gender. Third, the un-
observed fixed or time-varying factors could be corre-
lated with users’ decision to participate in a challenge
each month. To overcome these three concerns, we
employ a dynamic model, using a system generalized
method of moments (GMM) estimator (Blundell and
Bond 1998). The system GMM estimation utilizes in-
struments within the model, and the validity of these
instruments is verified using Hansen and Arellano-
Bond tests. Moreover, the system GMM model is use-
ful for accurately estimating the inertial effects of the
lagged dependent variable in the dynamic model and
to forecast the users’ weight change for a duration af-
ter they finish a challenge. The final estimation chal-
lenge concerns the fact that some individuals do not
participate in any challenge during our panel time
frame. These nonadopters do not appear in our sys-
tem GMM analysis. As a result, our estimation may be
biased due to incidental sample truncation if non-
adopters’ decision to participate is nonrandom. To
address this bias, we combine the system GMM esti-
mation with the inverse probability weighting (IPW)
approach. The validity of the IPW approach relies on
the ignorability assumption. Although it is not possi-
ble to directly test this assumption, we use an indirect
verification test. We provide many robustness checks,
and we compare our method with a difference-in-
differences model with time-varying treatment, cou-
pled with propensity score matching.

Our main findings indicate that participation in ga-
mified challenges has a positive and significant effect
on weight loss. Users can achieve a weight loss of
0.742 kg by participating in at least one challenge a
month. We demonstrate that not all gamified chal-
lenges are equally effective; effective challenges do
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not include a numeric weight goal, focus on exercise-
only goals, and have a large active group size. Further,
the results show that the absence (presence) of a nu-
meric weight goal benefits users in exercise (diet) chal-
lenges. Moreover, a small active group size can help
(hurt) users in exercise (diet) challenges. These results
can be explained by the role of leaderboards in induc-
ing social comparison. Consistent with the goal-setting
and social comparison literature, we find that the ab-
sence of a numeric goal and small group size can in-
duce higher levels of social comparison. Thus, we can
infer that higher levels of social comparison can moti-
vate (discourage) users in exercise (diet) challenges.

The main contributions of this study are as follows.
To begin, we are the first to quantify the effect of par-
ticipation in gamified challenges on weight-loss out-
comes using a system GMM estimator combined with
an IPW approach. We find that, on average, the partic-
ipants achieved a weight loss of 0.742 kg by participat-
ing in at least one challenge per month. Further, we
show that not all challenges are equally effective; spe-
cifically, the effect of weight-loss challenges depends
on the type of promoted goal and the competitive
structure in the challenge. Second, we contribute to
the literature that measures the effect of dietary and
physical activity goals on weight loss. In contrast to
earlier findings, our results indicate that challenges
with physical activity goals have a positive effect on
weight loss, whereas challenges with diet goals or
combined goals are not effective, on average. Third,
we contribute to the literature on the effect of gamifi-
cation on health outcomes by showing that high levels
of social comparison induced by leaderboards may
not benefit all behavioral goals.

Our findings have implications for designing suc-
cessful gamified systems. Our results suggest that ga-
mification elements that induce competition should be
used with caution in goal-setting environments, partic-
ularly when gamifying dietary goals. Online weight-
loss communities can recommend a useful combination
of numeric weight goals, behavioral goals, and optimal
number of participants in each challenge to induce an
encouraging level of social comparison.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we discuss the related literature. We intro-
duce the setting and data in Sections 3 and 4. In Section
5, we discuss our empirical model. We present our re-
sults and a discussion of the underlying mechanisms in
Section 6. In Section 7, we provide robustness checks. Fi-
nally, in Section 8, we present a summary of our main
findings, limitations, and suggestions for future research.

2. Literature Review
First, our paper relates to the long-standing literature
on the effect of eHealth interventions on weight loss.

eHealth interventions employ websites, mobile apps,
emails, text messages, and digital games, using devi-
ces such as PCs, personal digital assistants, tablets,
mobile/smartphones, and smart wears (Neve et al.
2010, Greene et al. 2013, Napolitano et al. 2013, Steinberg
et al. 2013). In a meta-analysis, Hutchesson et al.
(2015) evaluated studies from 1995 to 2014 on the ef-
fectiveness of eHealth weight-loss interventions that
demonstrated significant weight loss. Goal setting,
self-monitoring, education via virtual coach or online
material, expert feedback (Annesi 1998, McKay et al.
2001), social support (Hwang et al. 2010, Poncela-
Casasnovas et al. 2015, Yan 2018), and reminder
emails or text messages (Stevens et al. 2008, Patrick
et al. 2009) are among the tools used in online weight-
loss interventions.

In this study, we focus on measuring the effect of
weight-loss challenges, a popular but understudied
online weight-loss feature. Goal setting and gamifica-
tion are the main components of a weight-loss chal-
lenge. In such a challenge, users pursue weight-loss
goals with other challenge participants over a fixed
period. Further, challenge leaderboards rank users
based on their performance and induce competition
and motivate challenge participants. In this study, we
are the first to observe a positive effect of online chal-
lenges on weight loss. We find that, on average, the
participants achieved a weight loss of 0.742 kg by tak-
ing part in at least one challenge per month. Further,
we show that not all challenges are equally effective;
rather, their effect depends on the type of promoted
goal and the competitive structure in the challenge.

Second, our paper is related to a stream of literature
that focuses on the effect of goal setting on weight
loss. Research has shown that the overweight and
obesity epidemic is caused largely by environmental
factors that promote excessive food intake and a sed-
entary lifestyle (Hill and Peters 1998).1 Thus, it is not
surprising that most weight-loss interventions aim to
set dietary and physical activity behavioral goals
(Alexy 1985, Burke et al. 2002, Jeffery et al. 2003).
Table A1 in the online appendix provides a detailed
list of studies that used random assignment to groups
with and without a goal-setting component or ran-
dom assignment to groups with different goal charac-
teristics for changing dietary and physical activity be-
haviors in adults. Although goal setting has been a
part of many weight-loss interventions, an examina-
tion of the characteristics of an effective goal rarely
has been the focus of the weight-loss intervention re-
search (Strecher et al. 1995, Shilts et al. 2004, Pearson
2012). Further, among diet-only, exercise-only, and
combined interventions, it is unclear which behavioral
goals are the most effective. One study suggested that
combined programs were more effective for weight
loss than were diet-only programs (Avenell et al.
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2004), whereas another study found no significant dif-
ferences (Curioni and Lourenco 2005). Further, Johns
et al. (2014) showed that weight loss is similar in the
short term for diet-only and combined intervention
programs; however, in the longer term, weight loss is
greatest in combined interventions. Moreover, they
found that physical activity goals alone are less effec-
tive than are combined goals in both the short and
long term.

In our study, each challenge promotes a set of
weight-loss goals. The weight-loss goal can be a nu-
meric weight-loss target (e.g., lose 5 kg), a behavioral
goal related to physical activity or diet (e.g., walk
10,000 steps a day, restrict daily caloric intake by 1,250
calories), or a combination of both. In contrast to earli-
er findings, our results indicate that challenges with
physical activity goals have a positive effect on weight
loss, whereas challenges with diet goals or combined
goals are not effective, on average. Further, we show
that the presence (absence) of a numeric weight goal
benefits users in exercise (diet) challenges. We surmise
that the differences in our results as compared with
earlier findings are due to the use of leaderboards and
induced social comparison processes in our study.

Third, our paper is related to a stream of literature
on the impact of gamification on health and well-
being. Gamification has been defined as the use of
game design elements in nongame contexts (Deterd-
ing et al. 2011). Gamification objects, such as points,
badges, levels, and leaderboards, are used to improve
experiential outcomes, for example, user engagement,
as well as the context-related outcomes of the gami-
fied system, for example, increasing physical activity
in an exercise app (Liu et al. 2016). Gamification
research covers health-related outcomes, including
physical activity (Chen and Pu 2014, Riva et al. 2014,
Zuckerman and Gal-Oz 2014, Allam et al. 2015,
Hamari and Koivisto 2015, Maher et al. 2015, Shameli
et al. 2017), nutrition (Jones et al. 2014, Berger and
Jung 2021), substance use (alcohol; Boendermaker
et al. 2015), medication use (Riva et al. 2014), health-
care utilization (Allam et al. 2015), and anxiety and
depression (Dennis and O’Toole 2014). This body of
research has established either a positive, neutral, or
mixed effect of gamification on the health outcomes
and lacks high-quality studies (Johnson et al. 2016).

In this study, we examine the effect of gamification
on enhancing the weight-loss outcome. Since most
weight-loss interventions aim to change dietary and
physical activity behaviors, we provide a detailed list
of studies that used random assignment to groups
with and without gamification for changing dietary
and physical activity behaviors in Table A2 in the on-
line appendix. As summarized in Table A2, some
studies have established a positive effect of gamifica-
tion on behavior change and user engagement. For

example, research has shown that incorporation of ga-
mification elements, such as points, badges, medals,
and leaderboards, in a rheumatoid arthritis website
not only increased the users’ engagement with the
website but also increased their physical activity and
decreased their healthcare utilization (Allam et al.
2015). Notably, several examples of unsuccessful ga-
mification attempts highlight that gamification is not
just a matter of using points, badges, and leader-
boards and that different dynamics can emerge from
the interaction between these gamification elements
and user actions.

In our setting, gamified challenges use leaderboards
to rank participants based on their weight-loss out-
comes. Leaderboards can create social comparison and
harness individuals’ competitive instincts (Festinger
1954, Bui et al. 2015, Liu et al. 2016). The literature sug-
gests that social comparison and competition can yield
both positive and negative effects on different out-
comes. In educational settings, research has shown that
competition can draw students’ attention, improve
their motivation, and produce better results for practi-
cal applications of concepts (Cheng et al. 2009, Domı́n-
guez et al. 2013, Garcia et al. 2006, Hanus and Fox
2015), whereas other studies have found that competi-
tion can produce worse results on written assignments
and participation (Domı́nguez et al. 2013). Competition
may not always foster all of the desired outcomes, be-
cause, when competitive evaluations are emphasized,
they can reduce individuals’ intrinsic motivation, create
anxiety, and impede performance (Kohn 1992, Reeve
and Deci 1996, Tauer and Harackiewicz 2004). More-
over, studies have found that the effect of competition
on different outcomes depends on the skill level of
one’s peers (Liu et al. 2013, Santhanam et al. 2016). San-
thanam et al. (2016) showed that competing with
lower-skilled individuals can improve self-efficacy and
learning outcomes and that facing equal or higher-
skilled competitors can increase engagement.

In weight-loss settings, a few papers have shown
that a weight-loss competition between employees at
work sites is effective when monetary incentives are
coupled with a physical leaderboard that shows em-
ployees’ weekly progress (Brownell et al. 1984, Stunk-
ard et al. 1989). Further, relative to targets of the same
weight, weight-focused social comparisons to both
thinner and heavier individuals lead to increased
thoughts of dieting and exercising, and comparisons to
thinner targets increases the likelihood of engaging in
actual dieting and exercising behaviors (Rancourt et al.
2015). Uetake and Yang (2020) showed that the average
and worst performers have a negative (i.e., discourag-
ing) effect and the top performers have a positive (i.e.,
encouraging) effect on an individual’s weight-loss per-
formance. They also found that group size is a modera-
tor of the negative competition effect on weight loss;
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that is, the average performer effect is less harmful as
the group size increases. Unlike these studies, no finan-
cial incentives are available in our study. Further, un-
like work sites and in-person meetings, most users do
not know each other in the online platform.

In this paper, we provide support for the positive
(negative) effect of social comparison on weight loss
when individuals pursue exercise (diet) behavioral
goals in online weight-loss challenges. Here, we rely
on different challenge characteristics to infer the level
of social comparison and competition intensity in dif-
ferent weight-loss challenges. In goal-setting theory,
competition is viewed as a unique form of goal set-
ting, whereby the goal is related to the performance of
other people rather than a standard target and is dy-
namic rather than static, as it changes due to the per-
formance of other people (Locke and Latham 1985).
Thus, we believe that in the absence of a numeric
weight-loss goal, challenge leaderboards can create a
higher level of social comparison. Further, prior re-
search shows that competitive motivation diminishes
with the number of participants (Garcia and Tor
2009). This is because the social comparison process is
stronger in smaller groups and gets diluted in larger
groups. Based on earlier findings, we use the existence
of a numeric weight-loss goal and the active group
size to determine the intensity level of social compari-
son in a challenge. Our results show that the presence
(absence) of a numeric weight goal benefits users in
exercise (diet) challenges. Moreover, a small active
group size can help (hurt) users in exercise (diet) chal-
lenges. As noted, the absence of a numeric goal and a
small group size can induce higher levels of social
comparison. Thus, we can infer that higher levels of
social comparison can motivate (discourage) users in
exercise (diet) challenges. Our work contributes to the
gamification literature by showing that social compar-
ison may not benefit all behavioral goals.

3. Setting
We focus on one of the largest noncommercial online
weight-loss communities, launched in 2006. The plat-
form has over 45 million users, who want to either
lose or maintain their weight. The platform lets users
track their weight, nutrition, and physical activity and
engage with a supportive community. To join and use
this online weight-loss community, users need to cre-
ate a profile and provide their current weight and
goal weight. They also can update their weight
changes. If users set their profile as public, their
weight update will be posted on the platform’s home
page. If users choose a private profile, their weight up-
date will be shared only on their friends’ home page.
Those who see the weight-loss update can like or com-
ment on it.

This online community provides multiple weight-
loss features. There is a “journal” feature on users’
profile pages in which they can log in their calorie in-
take, report exercise activities, write about their daily
weight-loss journey, and post pictures. The journal
updates are accessible to everyone if the user’s profile
is public and accessible to only the user’s friends if the
user’s profile is private. The “general forums” are an-
other feature, where users can ask/provide answers
to general questions, such as, “How often do you
weigh yourself?” Further, users with common inter-
ests or concerns can create/join “group” forums,
share their experiences with weight management, and
exchange diet or exercise tips. An example of a group
forum is a group for “low-carb lovers.” In mid-2008,
weight-loss “challenges” were introduced as a new
feature on the platform. This feature enables users to
set different weight-loss goals. Any user can create a
challenge or join the challenges created by the other
users on the platform. The creator of the challenge
sets a fixed start date and duration, a name, and a set
of instructions for the challenge. Other users can join
the challenge only before its starting time. Users can
create or join any number of challenges. The name
and the instructions of a challenge may include a nu-
meric weight-loss goal, such as “lose 5 kg.” In addi-
tion, the name and the instructions of a challenge may
include exercise or diet behavioral goals, such as,
“Exercise 30 minutes a day” or, “Quit soda.” Exam-
ples of challenge names and their instructions are pre-
sented in Table 1.

In our setting, weight-loss challenges are gamified
via leaderboards. Leaderboards show all participants’
weight-loss performance and rank it based on its pro-
gress percentage, which is calculated based on the
weight-loss amount divided by the user’s weight at
the beginning of the challenge. As shown in Figure 1,
the performance of those who have lost (gained)
weight is shown in green (red). If challenge partici-
pants do not report their weight, then their names are
listed at the end of the leaderboard with blank
weight-loss information. Note that the challenge lead-
erboard does not show any direct information on how
far the participants are from the challenge’s numeric
target (if any target is defined, e.g., lose 5 kg). The
platform utilizes leaderboards as a gamification object
to motivate challenge participants. Other gamification
objects, such as status points, badges, or monetary
prizes, are not used on this platform.

Finally, each challenge is integrated with a chal-
lenge forum, in which participants can interact with
each other, share their experiences, ask questions, pro-
vide answers, and encourage each other. These challenge
forums are similar to general forums, but nonchallenge
participants do not have access to writing or replying.
Challenge participants can initiate any number of
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posts in the challenge forum. Each post may receive
multiple replies from the challenge participants. This
online weight-loss platform has a free website in
more than 30 countries as well as a free mobile app
version. The platform’s mobile app enables users to
log in their weight, count their intake calories, and
upload pictures of their food. The general and group
forums and challenges, however, are not accessible
via the mobile app. Our data come from the plat-
form’s website in the United States.

4. Data
4.1 User Data
Online weight-loss challenges were introduced on the
platform in August 2008. We randomly chose 4,208
users who had joined the platform at least four
months before the introduction of challenges, and we
tracked their online activity for eight months, from
April 2008 to the end of November 2008. Users can
choose to report their weight any number of times on
the platform. We have access, however, to only the av-
erage weight that each user reports during a month,
from which we can calculate their monthly weight-
loss outcome. We calculate the monthly weight-loss
outcomes for only 1,045 out of 4,208 users who have
reported their weight in at least two consecutive
months during our study period. Therefore, we focus
on these 1,045 users in our study.

We define weightit as the average weight that user i
reports during month t (in kilograms), and we define
our dependent variable as weightLossit, which equals
weightit−1 − weightit. As summarized in Table 2, we
have 4,719 observations for weightit and 3,159 observa-
tions for weightLossit, which shows that we have an
unbalanced panel; that is, the weight-loss outcome is
missing for some users at some periods. Further, the
statistics show that the median user is around 80.75
kg and has lost 0.7 kg per month. Figure 2 shows that
the distribution of weightLossit is close to normal, and
users report weight loss as well as weight gain.

We can observe the users’ decision to join a chal-
lenge each month. We define our main independent
variable challengeit as a binary variable, which indi-
cates whether user i participates in at least one chal-
lenge at month t. As shown in Table 2, challengeit is
highly right-skewed, with a median of zero. There-
fore, we use its logarithm transformation in our analy-
sis. Further, we define numChallengeit to count the
number of challenges that user i participates in at
month t. As summarized in Table 2, users have partic-
ipated in a minimum of zero and a maximum of seven
challenges simultaneously per month. In Section 4.2,
we provide a detailed description of the different
types of challenges created in this online weight-loss
community. Note that we do not observe the users’
rankings on the challenge leaderboards.

Table 1. Examples of Challenge Names and Instructions

Challenge name Challenge instructions

Lose 5 kg • Try to go without sugar.
• Consume zero-calorie sweetener only.
• Exercise 30 minutes a day.

Avoid the major fast-food chains • If you absolutely need to eat at a fast-food restaurant, order a salad instead of a sandwich.
• Substitute the major unhealthy chains with a relatively healthy chain.

Walk-walk-walk • Do not use the elevator; use the stairs.
• Park farther away and walk.

Figure 1. (Color online) Leaderboard on a Challenge Page
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Moreover, we can observe each user’s engagement
on the platform, such as the number of times that user
i reports weight during month t (numReportit) and the
number of posts that user i writes in the journal,
group forums, general forums, and challenge forums
(journalit, groupForumit, generalForumit, and challenge
Forumit). As shown in Table 2, these variables are
highly right-skewed, with a median of zero. There-
fore, we use their logarithm transformation in our
analysis. Such engagements on the platform can facili-
tate self-monitoring, communication, and social sup-
port, positively influencing weight-loss performance
(Khaylis et al. 2010). Thus, we control for these varia-
bles in our analysis.

We also observe and control for the number of
months since user i first joined the online weight-loss
community at time t (tenureit). As shown in Table 2,
the median user had been on the platform for four
months at the beginning of our data collection period.
We also observe and control for users’ personal
weight goals on their profile (goali). As shown in the
table, a median user has a weight goal of 65.8 kg. As
previous literature suggests, individuals’ goal weight
has an impact on their weight-loss journey (Elfhag
and Rössner 2005, Nelissen et al. 2011, De Vet et al.
2013).

4.2. Challenge Data
Users participated in 96 different challenges, and, in
our data, we can observe the challenge creator and
challenge duration. On average, 25 challenges are cre-
ated every month. We denote challenge duration by
durationc. As shown in Table 3, a median challenge is
42 days. The challenge duration is indirectly captured
by challengeit, which shows whether user i participates
in any challenge, either a new challenge started at
month t or an ongoing one started in a previous
month but not finished at month t.2 Moreover, we can
observe the creation date and start date of a challenge.
The duration between the challenge creation date and
the start date is denoted by join_durationc. As shown
in the table, a median challenge has five days between
its creation and start date. Note that users can join a
challenge only before the challenge start date.

Next, we observe the number of members (or par-
ticipants) in a challenge (denoted by total_memberc).
As summarized in Table 3, the number of challenge
participants varies between one and 169 members,
with a median challenge as having 24 members. We
can also observe the number of active members who
reported their weight at least once during the chal-
lenge (denoted by active_memberc). As shown in Table 3,
the median challenge has 12 active members. Moreover,
we can observe the number of posts initiated in a chal-
lenge forum (denoted by postc). As shown in Table 3,
the median challenge has three posts initiated on its fo-
rum. Next, we observe whether the challenge objective
includes a numeric weight target (e.g., lose 5 kg). There
are 15 (16%) challenges with a weight target and 81
(84%) challenges without a target. Finally, we observe
that 21 challenges (22%) focus on exercise-only goals, 32
challenges (33%) focus on diet-only goals, 35 challenges
(36%) include both exercise and diet goals, and 8 chal-
lenges (9%) have instructions that are not related to ex-
ercise or diet.3

As noted earlier, we define a user-month-level vari-
able (challengeit) to study the effect of users’ participa-
tion in at least one challenge during a month on their
weight-loss performance. Similarly, we define user-

Figure 2. (Color online) AverageMonthlyWeight-Loss
Distribution

Table 2. Summary Statistics for 1,045 Users

Variable Mean Standard deviation Median (Min, Max) Sample size

weightit 84.452 21.296 80.75 (41.1, 199.6) 4,719
weightLossit 0.801 1.798 0.700 (−7, 16.425) 3,159
challengeit 0.062 0.241 0 (0, 1) 8,360
numChallengeit 0.085 0.382 0 (0, 7) 8,360
numReportit 1.637 2.781 1 (0, 31) 8,360
journalit 0.578 2.292 0 (0, 32) 8,360
generalForumit 0.357 2.704 0 (0, 75) 8,360
groupForumit 0.043 0.631 0 (0, 24) 8,360
challengeForumit 0.084 1.309 0 (0, 93) 8,360
tenurei1 5.041 4.254 4 (0, 19) 1,045
goali 68.587 12.595 66.7 (43, 124.7) 1,045
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month-level variables for different types of challenges
to study the heterogeneous effect of challenges. To
evaluate the heterogeneous effect of challenges based
on the type of the behavioral goals, we define four bi-
nary variables—Exerciseit, Dietit, Exercise_Dietit, and
Otherit—that indicate whether user i participates in at
least one challenge with the corresponding goal type
at month t. Note that users can participate in all four
types simultaneously. Thus, these four binary varia-
bles are not exclusive.

Next, to study the heterogeneous effect of chal-
lenges with and without a target, we define Tarit as a
binary variable that indicates whether user i partici-
pates in at least one challenge with a numeric weight
target at month t. Similarly, we define NTarit as a bina-
ry variable that indicates whether user i participates
in at least one challenge without a numeric weight tar-
get at month t. Note that users can participate in both
of these challenges simultaneously. Thus, Tarit and
NTarit are not exclusive binary variables. Finally, we
define HAMemit as a binary variable that indicates
whether user i participates in at least one challenge
with more than 12 active members at month t. Similar-
ly, we define LAMemit as a binary variable that indi-
cates whether user i participates in at least one chal-
lenge with less than or equal to 12 active members at
month t. Note that HAMemit and LAMemit are not ex-
clusive binary variables.

5. Empirical Methodology
5.1. System GMM (Blundell-Bond) Estimator
To analyze the effect of participation in challenges on
the user’s weight loss, we employ a dynamic model in
which the dependent variable, user’s weight at any
given time (weightit), is modeled as a linear function of

weightit � c+αweightit−1 + βchallengeit +XitΦ+ γzi +mt

+ ηi + eit t � 2, : : : , 8, (1)
where challengeit is the main variable of interest, a bi-
nary variable that indicates whether user i participates
in at least one challenge at month t. The time-varying
variables are denoted by the vector Xit, which cap-
tures user i’s engagement on the platform during
month t, including the log of number of times that the
user reports his or her weight (numReportit); the log of

the number of posts that user i writes in a journal,
group forums, general forums, and challenge forums
(journalit, groupForumit, generalForumit, and challenge
Forumit); and the number of months since user i first
joined the online weight-loss community at time t
(tenureit) and its squared term. User i’s fixed weight
goal is denoted by zi. The month dummies are de-
noted by mt. The user-specific fixed effect is denoted
by ηi. Finally, we indicate a mean-zero error term by eit.

In the estimation of Equation (1), several economet-
ric problems may arise: (1) the main variable of inter-
est, challengeit, and other explanatory variables are
potentially correlated with an individual’s unob-
served time-invariant characteristics (ηi), such as age,
gender, and height; (2) the lagged dependent variable
(weightit−1), although not correlated with the current
error term (eit), is a predetermined variable and corre-
lated with previous shocks;4 and (3) the main variable
of interest, challengeit, and the explanatory variables
that capture the users’ activity on the platform, Xit,
are potentially correlated with time-varying shocks
(eit). For example, a random shock at the user’s moti-
vation level may result in the user’s self-selecting him
or herself into participating in a challenge.

Problem (1) results in a biased ordinary least
squares (OLS) estimate.5 An initial remedy to problem
(1) is to use the fixed-effects model. Due to problem
(2), however, and because we have a short panel (T �
8) with many users (n � 253), the fixed-effects model
will be biased (Nickell 1981).6 To resolve this issue,
we use a system GMM estimation that employs valid
instrumental variables (IVs) within the model (Blun-
dell and Bond 1998). The system GMM starts by using
transformed regressors as valid instruments in the
level Equation (1)—for example, Δweightit−1 (or deep-
er lags) as an IV for weightit−1, and Δchallengeit−1 (or
deeper lags) as an IV for challengeit.7 In addition to the
level Equation (1), the system GMM uses a difference
equation by transforming all regressors, usually by
“first-differences,” to eliminate fixed effects (ηi) as fol-
lows:8

Δweightit � αΔweightit−1 + βΔchallengeit +ΔXitΦ+Δmt

+Δeit t � 2, : : : , 8: (2)
In the differenced Equation (2), we can use the lags of

Table 3. Summary Statistics for 96 Challenges

Variable Mean Standard deviation (Min, Max) 25th Median 75th

durationc 43.052 23.357 (7, 84) 28 42 56.0
join_durationc 6.052 3.385 (1, 15) 4 5 8.0
total_memberc 30.510 29.885 (1, 169) 9.5 24 36.5
active_memberc 16.458 15.291 (0, 77) 5.5 12.5 22.5
postc 5.614 6.404 (0, 40) 2 3 7.0
targetc Target: 16% No target: 84%
instructionc Exercise: 22% Diet: 33% Both: 36% Other: 9%
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regressor as a valid instrument; that is, we can use lag
1 and deeper for predetermined variables (e.g.,
weightit−2 as an IV for Δweightit−1) and lag 2 or deeper
for endogenous variables (e.g., challengeit−2 as an IV
for Δchallengeit). Finally, using Equations (1) and (2),
we can apply GMM to calculate a consistent and effi-
cient estimator. Thus, using valid IVs can mitigate
both endogeneity concerns in problems (2) and (3).

Utilizing instruments within the model for the
GMM estimator is useful when exogenous IVs are not
available. Compared with the traditional instrumental
variable approach, however, we should proceed with
caution when making a causal interpretation. The va-
lidity of the system GMM estimation relies on the va-
lidity of its IVs. For example, in the level equation,
Δchallengeit−1 is a valid IV for challengeit if we assume
that it is correlated with challengeit but not correlated
with ηi and eit. Similarly, in the difference equation,
challengeit−2 is a valid IV for Δchallengeit if we assume
that it is correlated with Δchallengeit but not correlated
with Δeit. We use the Hansen test to examine the va-
lidity of the group of IVs. Moreover, we assume that
the eit’s are independent and identically distributed
across i and across t (no serial correlation), that is, eit ~
iid(0,σ2i ) ∀i, t. The validity of assuming no serial corre-
lation is tested and verified by using the Arellano-
Bond test (Arellano and Bond 1991).9 In addition, the
eit’s can be heteroskedastic across individuals (σ2i ). We
can ensure the robustness of the results to this hetero-
scedasticity using a two-step system GMM. The full
set of assumptions of system GMM is summarized in
Section A2 of the online appendix.

In our analysis, it is easier to interpret the depen-
dent variable weightLossit instead of weightit, which is
defined as

weightLossit � weightit−1 −weightit: (3)

Therefore, we can easily transform Equation (1) to

weightLossit � −c+ (1− α)weightit−1 − βchallengeit −XitΦ

− γzi −mt − ηi − eit: (4)
This transformation does not affect the use of the sys-
tem GMM approach explained earlier. To run the sys-
tem GMM model, we use xtabond2, a Stata command
(Roodman 2009a). With this command, we use a two-
step GMM and use the robust option to apply the
Windmeijer (2005) finite-sample correction to fix the
two-step GMM standard errors’ downward bias.

5.2. Inverse Probability Weighting (IPW)
In our data, 235 (out of 1,045) users participated in at
least one challenge during the four months after the
introduction of challenges. We categorize them as
challenge adopters. Thus, 792 users (approximately
76%) never participated in any challenge during the

data collection period (i.e., nonadopters). Note that
challengeit equals zero for all nonadopters at all peri-
ods. Thus, when we estimate the effect of participa-
tion in challenges, the nonadopters’ data drop from
the system GMM analysis. Using only the adopters’
data can result in a biased estimation, as an important
kind of nonrandom selection, incidental sample trun-
cation, arises when certain individuals do not appear
in a random sample due to individual choices or be-
haviors (Wooldridge 2002).

An approach to consistent estimation in the presence
of incidental sample truncation is based on IPW.10 In the
IPW approach, by considering the ignorability assump-
tion, we assume that, conditioned on the observed varia-
bles, no unobserved variable exists that can affect both
challenge adoption and weight-loss outcome; that is,
adoption is exogenous. Although this assumption is not
directly testable, in Section 7.4, we discuss a way to as-
sess it indirectly. In the IPW approach, we use observed
variables that are not affected by the introduction of
challenges (pretreatment variables), including the user’s
goal, tenure on the platform, and the average engage-
ment level with other features of the platform during the
four months before the introduction of challenges, in-
cluding the average frequency of platform use to report
weight (avgNumReoprti), write in a journal (avgJournali),
or post or respond to a comment on general forums
(avgGeneralForumi) and group forums (avgGroupForumi).
As presented in Table 4, we compare adopters’ and non-
adopters’ (pretreatment) observed variables. There are
significant differences between adopters’ and nonadop-
ters’ online activity and tenure on the platform.

To employ IPW, we define adopti as a dummy vari-
able that indicates whether user i is a challenge adopter.
Then, we use a probit model to calculate the probability
of adoption based on users’ observed variables before
the introduction of challenges, using the following
model:

adopti � c0 + c1avgNumReoprti + c2avgJournali
+ c3avgGeneralForumi + c4avgGroupForumi

+ c5tenurei1 + c6goali + ei, (5)
The results of this probit model are summarized in
Section A3 of the online appendix. The results show
that users with high engagement in the platform
(those who frequently report their weight and post in
journals and group forums) are more likely to adopt
challenges. Next, we use the inverse of the probability
of adoption to weight the observations. We give less
(more) weight to adopters who are more likely (less
likely) to adopt the challenges by using the inverse
probability of adoption as observation weights. The
IPW approach ensures that the sample of adopters
used in the model and nonadopters dropped from the
model are similar (Table 4). Next, we incorporate
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these weights in the system GMM model, utilizing the
Stata xtabond2 command.11

6. Results
6.1. Effect of Participation in Challenges
The results from our estimation exercise are presented
in Table 5. We start with an OLS model and then mod-
ify it step by step to address all concerns discussed in
Section 5.1, ending with the estimator of interest. The
observations are weighted according to the IPW ap-
proach in all of these models. By applying OLS in
Model 1, and a fixed-effects estimation in Model 2, we
find a positive and significant effect of challengeit,
which suggests that participation in a challenge has a
positive and significant effect on weight loss. As ex-
plained in Section 5.1, however, both OLS and fixed-
effects models are biased due to the Nickell bias and
the endogeneity concerns. In the table, we also report
the autoregressive parameter (α) as the coefficient for
the lagged dependent variable (weightit−1). The unbi-
ased estimation of α should fall within the range of
OLS and fixed-effects models, that is, within the range
(0.681, 0.983) (Roodman 2009a). The popular solution
for the Nickell bias is to apply difference GMM
(Arellano and Bond 1991). This method starts by
transforming the data by first differencing and then
instrumenting differenced regressors with their lags.12

Applying the difference GMMmethod in Model 3, we
find that the α’s estimation (0.684) is inside the range.
However, it is very close to the estimated α in the
fixed-effects model (0.681), and it reflects the poor per-
formance of the difference GMMmodel. Although the
difference GMM method is shown to be suitable for
“small T, large N” panels, it performs poorly in a
small panel (T) with high inertial effects (α) (Blundell
and Bond 1998).13 In this situation, the system GMM
estimator performs better than the difference GMM
estimator (Blundell and Bond 1998).

Applying system GMM in Model 4, we find that the
α’s estimation (0.855) falls within the expected OLS
fixed-effects range. This shows the higher perfor-
mance of the system GMM model as compared with
the difference GMM model. In addition, the Hansen

test p-value (0.350) confirms that all of the instruments
as a group are exogenous and valid in Model 4. Fur-
ther, the autocorrelation AR(2) p-value (0.122) sup-
ports the assumption of no serial correlation. In Model
4, the estimated effect of challengeit is positive and
significant.

In Model 5, we add the user’s control variables, in-
cluding the user’s personal weight goal, tenure, and
different activities on the platform. One of the advan-
tages of the system GMM is that we can include time-
invariant regressors in the model, such as goali, which
would disappear in difference GMM. It is important
to note that adding control variables requires more in-
struments and that too many instruments in the sys-
tem GMM models can result in overfitting the endog-
enous variables (Roodman 2009b). One solution to
limit the number of instruments in small samples is to
collapse instrument sets by creating one instrument
for each variable and lag distance, rather than one for
each period, variable, and lag distance.14 In Model 5
in Table 5, we reduce the number of instruments from
94 to 25 by collapsing them. Here, we find that the ef-
fect of challengeit remains positive and significant.
There is, however, severe multicollinearity between
weightit−1 and goali. Excluding goali in Model 6 does
not change our results, and it is not expected to do so
because our model controls for the fixed effects very
well (see Section 5.1).

One advantage of the dynamic model is that it al-
lows us to forecast the duration for which each user
can maintain the lost weight after participating in a
challenge. Consider a simulated example for which a
user, who is around 75.742 kg, participates in at least
one challenge at month 5. As shown in Figure 3, the
user’s weight will go down to 75 kg at month 6, but
he or she will gain the lost weight back over the next
10 months if he or she does not participate in another
challenge.15

6.2. The Effect of Different Challenge
Characteristics

In our setting, we have 96 different challenges. Partici-
pation in all challenges may not have the same effect.
As explained in Section 4.2, we divide challenges into

Table 4. Comparison of Adopters and Nonadopters Before the Introduction of Challenges

Mean Mean (weighted sample)

Adopter Nonadopter Adopter Nonadopter
Variable (n � 253) (n � 792) p >|t| (n � 253) (n � 792) p >|t|

avgNumReoprti 0.883 0.755 0.001 0.786 0.784 0.954
avgJournali 0.431 0.176 0.000 0.246 0.243 0.948
avgGeneralForumi 0.287 0.099 0.000 0.145 0.143 0.937
avgGroupForumi 0.016 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.003 0.539
tenurei1 5.549 4.879 0.029 5.182 5.101 0.782
goali 68.399 68.648 0.785 68.760 69.683 0.934
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different groups based on the types of behavioral
goals (exercise, diet, or a combination of both), the ex-
istence or absence of a performance goal (a numeric
weight target), and the number of active members. To
study the effect of different challenge characteristics,
as shown in Table 6, we replace challengeit by different
challenge categories and use the system GMM ap-
proach similar to Model 6.

In Table 6, we start by studying the effect of differ-
ent behavioral goals on weight-loss. In Model 7, we
find a positive and significant effect for Exerciseit,
showing that challenges with exercise-only goals are
effective for weight loss. The effect of challenges with
diet-only goals (Dietit) is negative but insignificant.
The effect of the combination of diet and exercise
(Exercise_Dietit) is positive but significant only at the
0.1 level. Next, we study the effect of the existence or
absence of a numeric weight target in a weight-loss
challenge. As shown in Model 8, the effect of NTarit is
positive and significant, indicating that participation
in challenges without a numeric target is effective for
weight loss. We then study the interaction effect be-
tween the existence of a numeric target and the type
of behavioral goals. As seen in Model 9, the effect of
exercise-only challenges remains positive, however,
only when there are no numeric targets; that is,
NTar_Exerciseit is positive and significant. We see the
opposite pattern, however, for diet-only challenges.
The effect of diet-only challenges is positive and sig-
nificant only when a numeric target exists; that is,
Tar_Dietit is positive and significant. The effect of com-
bination of diet and exercise is positive but significant

Table 5. Effect of Participation in Challenges on Weight Loss

Variable
OLS

(Model 1)
FE

(Model 2)
Difference GMM

(Model 3)
System GMM
(Model 4)

System GMM
(Model 5)

System GMM
(Model 6)

challengeit 0.369***
(0.102)

0.314**
(0.131)

0.642*
(0.351)

0.742**
(0.312)

0.912***
(0.335)

0.934**
(0.369)

weightit−1a 0.983***
(0.002)

0.681***
(0.021)

0.684***
(0.107)

0.819***
(0.035)

0.830**
(0.028)

0.869***
(0.023)

goali −0.181***
(0.033)

—

numReportit 1.581***
(0.521)

1.625***
(0.510)

journalit −0.047
(0.360)

−0.210
(0.339)

generalForumit −0.320
(0.423)

−0.107
(0.423)

groupForumit 0.952
(0.751)

0.828
(0.788)

challengeForumit −1.483*
(0.791)

−1.042
(0.789)

tenureit 0.046
(0.031)

0.016
(0.029)

tenure2it −0.001
(0.004)

0.000
(0.003)

constant −0.993***
(0.184)

−26.347***
(1.808)

— −14.434***
(3.005)

−2.681**
(0.817)

−12.065***
(2.004)

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,159 3,159 2,114 3,159 3,159 3,159
Individuals 1,045 1,045 689 1,045 1,045 1,045
IVs — — 14 24 25 24
AR(2) pvalue — — 0.180 0.122 0.461 0.474
Hansen pvalue — — 0.217 0.350 0.100 0.727

Note. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.
aα is reported.
*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Figure 3. (Color online) Weight Forecast for a UserWho
Participates in at Least One Challenge at Month 5
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only at the 0.1 level when there are no numeric tar-
gets. In sum, the presence of a numeric target can help
participants in diet-only challenges, but the absence of
a numeric target helps participants in exercise-only
challenges.

Next, we study the effect of the number of active
members, who reported their weight at least once
during the challenge. In Model 10, we find that

participation in challenges with a high number of ac-
tive members (HAMemit) has a positive and significant
effect on weight loss. Next, we examine the interaction
effect between the number of active members and the
type of behavioral goals. As seen in Model 11, the
effect of exercise challenges with a low number of
active members is positive and significant (LAMem_
Execiseit). We see the opposite pattern, however, for
the diet challenges. The effect of diet challenges with a
low number of active members is negative and sig-
nificant (LAMem_Dietit). Further, the effect of the
combination of diet and exercise is positive but only
significant with a low number of active members. In
sum, the small active group size can hurt users in the
diet-only challenges but is helpful for participants in
the exercise-only and exercise-and-diet combination
challenges.16

6.3. Discussion of Mechanism
In our analysis, in Table 5, we found a positive and
significant effect for participation in challenges on the
weight-loss outcome. As explained in Section 5, bias
related to self-selection into a challenge can be strong.
Those who are motivated to lose weight might be
more likely to participate in a challenge. Thus, we
combined an IPW approach with the system GMM
method to reduce self-selection bias. This can help us
to interpret the causal effect of participation in chal-
lenges versus nonparticipation.

In Table 6, we examined the effect of different chal-
lenge characteristics on weight-loss outcome to shed
light on the underlying mechanisms driving the
weight-loss challenges’ effectiveness. In Model 7, we
focused on different weight-loss behavioral goals.
We found that participating in challenges with
exercise-only goals has a positive and significant effect
on weight loss. The effects of diet-only and combina-
tion challenges, however, are insignificant. There is
evidence in the literature that goal setting for increas-
ing exercise is more effective than is goal setting for
dietary changes in the short term. In addition, the
combination of exercise and diet might be too de-
manding for the average user (Booth et al. 2008).

We argue that bias related to self-selection into a
challenge with exercise-only goals should be weak.
We have no reason to believe that users with a higher
motivation to lose weight may choose exercise chal-
lenges over diet challenges. The nature of motivation,
however, can differ among users who choose physical
activity versus dietary behavioral goals (Teixeira et al.
2012). Physical activities can be driven by intrinsic
motivation, because most sports and physical activi-
ties can be a great source of enjoyment and provide a
source of optimal challenge (Csikszentmihalyi 1990).
According to self-determination theory, engaging in
activities that are intrinsically motivated is central to

Table 6. Effect of Different Challenge Characteristics on
Weight Loss

Variable
Model

7
Model

8
Model

9
Model
10

Model
11

Exerciseit 0.813**
(0.364)

Dietit −0.300
(0.580)

Exercise_Dietit 0.666*
(0.375)

Tarit 0.788
(0.901)

NTarit 0.676**
(0.336)

Tar_Exerciseit 0.382
(0.909)

Tar_Dietit 1.801**
(0.892)

Tar_Exercise_Dietit 0.676
(2.114)

NTar_Exerciseit 0.877**
(0.401)

NTar_Dietit −0.823
(0.695)

NTar_Exercise_Dietit 0.767*
(0.420)

HAMemit 0.818**
(0.357)

LAMemit 0.755
(0.644)

HAMem_Excersieit 0.457
(0.342)

HAMem_Dietit 0.290
(0.711)

HAMem_Excersie_Dietit 0.158
(0.413)

LAMem_Excersieit 1.839**
(0.861)

LAMem_Dietit −2.407**
(1.042)

LAMem_Exercise_Dietit 2.135**
(0.910)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,159 3,159 3,159 3,159 3,159
Individuals 1,045 1,045 1,045 1,045 1,045
IVs 30 26 35 26 36
AR(2) pvalue 0.524 0.613 0.847 0.586 0.355
Hansen pvalue 0.590 0.553 0.444 0.753 0.211

Notes. Controls include weightit−1, numReportit, journalit,generalForumit,
groupForumit, otherit and interactions, challengeForumit, tenureit, tenure2it,
and the constant term. Robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses.

*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05.
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fulfilling human beings’ fundamental needs for com-
petence and autonomy (Ryan and Deci 2000). Research
has shown that physical activity intrinsic motivation is
a strong predictor of successful weight management
(Silva at al. 2008, Silva et al. 2010). Most dietary goals,
however, are driven by extrinsic motivations (e.g.,
getting a result, appearance, compliance with others’
expectations, and not feeling guilty). For example, a
low-calorie or a reduced-carbohydrate diet are less
likely to be explored for their enjoyable experience
and, instead, valued only for their results. Indeed, it
has been shown that rigid control of eating behavior
negatively predicts weight-loss success (Elfhag and
Rössner 2005, Teixeira et al. 2010).

Leaderboards can create social comparison and
competitive instincts (Festinger 1954, Bui et al. 2015,
Liu et al. 2016). Studies have shown that competition
can create anxiety and impede performance (Kohn
1992, Reeve and Deci 1996). Users in exercise chal-
lenges may benefit from higher levels of intrinsic mo-
tivation to overcome anxiety and adhere to pursuing
their exercise goals. Users in diet challenges with low-
er levels of intrinsic motivation, however, may be less
likely to manage competition anxiety. Carter and Jan-
sen (2012) show that anxiety can lead to maladaptive
eating habits (e.g., eating prompted by stress or nega-
tive emotions). Maladaptive eating habits are the
main cause of “yo-yo” dieting and a barrier to losing
weight (Cooper and Fairburn 2001). Indeed, surveys
have shown that leaderboards are a less-desired gami-
fication element in nutrition apps versus physical ac-
tivity apps, indicating that the competitive spirit is
more pronounced in a sports context (Berger and
Jung 2021). Thus, next, we shed light on the potential
underlying mechanism, namely, social comparison
induced via leaderboards, that drives the effect of
exercise versus diet challenges. We use two differ-
ent challenge characteristics to infer the level of so-
cial comparison intensity in different weight-loss
challenges.

First, we focus on the existence of a performance
goal, namely, a numeric weight-loss target. For Model
9, the results show that the presence (absence) of a nu-
meric target can help participants in diet-only (exer-
cise-only) challenges. One potential mechanism can
be tied to how gamified challenges display the partici-
pants’ performance via leaderboards and induce
social comparison. In the absence of a target, leader-
boards can induce a higher level of social comparison,
because users may focus more on other participants’
performance to evaluate their own progress. In the
presence of a target, however, users can evaluate their
progress toward the target and focus less on other
participants’ performance. Thus, the induced social
comparison can be weak in challenges with a target.
Based on goal-setting literature, we believe that a

higher (lower) level of social comparison is induced
by the absence (presence) of a target (Locke and Lath-
am 1985). Therefore, we can infer that a lower (higher)
level of social comparison can be helpful for diet-
only (exercise-only) challenges. Note that the majority
of available challenges do not include a specific
numeric target in our setting. Thus, bias related to
self-selection into challenges without a target would
be weak.

Second, we focus on active group size, that is, the
number of users who reported their weight at least
once during the challenge. For Model 11, we find that
participating in challenges with a small active group
size can hurt (help) users in diet-only (exercise-only)
challenges. The effect of active group size on weight
loss can be linked to how leaderboards work in a chal-
lenge. In our study, leaderboards reveal the users’
weight-loss outcome only if the users report their
weight. Thus, leaderboards can create social compari-
son processes by exposing challenge participants to
the weight-loss performance of the active members.
Therefore, regardless of the total number of members
in a challenge, only active members can induce social
comparison processes via leaderboards. Research has
shown that the process of social comparison becomes
diluted by a large number of participants (Garcia and
Tor 2009). In other words, leaderboards can induce
a higher level of social comparison in challenges with
a smaller active group size. Thus, we can infer that a
higher level of social comparison can hurt (help) users
in diet-only (exercise-only) challenges. These results
are consistent with what we found earlier for Model 9.

We argue that bias related to self-selection into chal-
lenges with a specific number of active members
should be weak. As explained in Section 4.2, for a me-
dian challenge, there are five days between the chal-
lenge creation and start date, and users cannot join the
challenge after the start date. Therefore, it is less likely
that users with higher motivation would self-select
into a challenge with a specific size, as the number of
members in a challenge can change until the start date
of the challenge. Similarly, individuals cannot choose
to join a challenge with a specific active group size, be-
cause before users choose to join a challenge, they do
not know the number of active members who will re-
port their weight at least once during the challenge.
Thus, we argue that bias related to self-selection into a
challenge with a specific active group size should not
be a concern.

Finally, the results for Model 11 show that a small
active group size benefits users in challenges with a
combination of exercise and diet goals. We can infer
that a higher level of social comparison, induced in
challenges with a small active group size, encourages
the participants in combination challenges. This result
is consistent with those in Model 9, for which we find
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that the absence of a numeric target and potentially
higher levels of social comparison can benefit users in
combination challenges (significant at the 0.1 level).
As discussed earlier, we have no reason to believe
that users with higher motivation may choose
exercise-only over diet-only challenges. Users with
higher motivation or self-efficacy beliefs, however,
may be more likely to choose a more difficult chal-
lenge that combines dietary and exercise goals over
exercise-only or diet-only challenges. Research has
shown that, when goals are self-set, people with high
self-efficacy set higher goals than do those with lower
self-efficacy (Seijts and Latham 2001) and that users
with stronger self-efficacy beliefs can benefit from
competition (Santhanam et al. 2016).

7. Robustness Checks
7.1. Difference in Differences
We compare our system GMM results with a differ-
ence-in-differences model with time-varying treat-
ment coupled with propensity score matching. The
difference-in-differences approach and results are ex-
plained in detail in Section A4 of the online appendix.
The difference-in-differences results show that the
effect of challenges on weight loss is positive and
marginally significant (p < 0.10). In addition, the mag-
nitude of the effect is smaller and closer to the magni-
tude of a biased fixed-effect model. We argue that a
dynamic model is more suitable for our study due to
the high inertial effects of the lagged dependent
variable.

7.2. Ignorability Assumption
We use the IPW approach to address the incidental
sample truncation bias. The main assumption of the
IPW approach is the ignorability assumption. By con-
sidering the ignorability assumption, we assume that,
conditioned on the observed variables, no unobserved
variable exists that can affect both challenge adoption
(adopti) and weight-loss outcome; that is, adoption is
exogenous. For example, in our setting, one major un-
observed factor that may affect both challenge adop-
tion and the weight-loss outcome is the user’s unob-
served motivation level.

The ignorability assumption is not directly testable.
There are, however, ways to assess it indirectly. One
test relies on estimating the effect of the treatment on
a variable known to be unaffected by it, typically be-
cause its value is determined before the treatment.
The lagged (pretreatment) outcome variables are best
for this test, because they are closely related to the out-
come of interest (Imbens and Wooldridge 2007). If the
treatment effect on the lagged outcome variable is es-
timated to be close to zero, it is more plausible that the
unconfoundedness assumption holds. Implementing

this test, we estimate the effect of adopti on weightLossit
for periods before the introduction of challenges on the
platform (t ≤ 4), using the weighted sample. The intui-
tion behind this test is that, if ignorability does not hold
and if being an adopter is positively correlated with
high motivation to lose weight, then we should see a
significantly higher weight loss for adopters before the
introduction of challenges.

As shown in Table 7, for Model 12, adopti does not
significantly affect the weight-loss outcome before
the introduction of challenges. Thus, we can conclude
that the ignorability assumption is plausible. Note
that, in Model 12, due to the small number of periods,
the Hansen test p-value and the autocorrelation AR(2)
p-value are not calculated. As a robustness check, in
Model 13, we run the same analysis using OLS and
found qualitatively similar results.

7.3. Challenge Creators
The challenge creators might be more motivated than
others to obtain a higher performance in their chal-
lenge. Fourteen users created all of the 96 challenges
in our data. We can remove the challenge creators
from our analysis to check our results’ robustness. As
shown in Table 7, Model 14, the results remain quali-
tatively similar to those of Table 5, Model 6.

7.4. Challenge Fixed Effects
Including the challenge dummies in our analysis can
control the correlations across individuals who choose
to participate in a specific challenge. Controlling for
96 different challenge dummies in a system GMM
model, however, generates too many instruments and
less-reliable results. It is, however, easy to add these
many dummies in a fixed-effects model. As shown in

Table 7. Robustness Checks for the Estimation of the Effect
of Participation in Challenges on Weight Loss

Variable
Ignorability
Model 12

Ignorability
Model 13

Noncreators
Model 14

Challenge FE
Model 15

challengeit — — 0.977**
(0.393)

0.642**
(0.246)

adopti −0.614
(0.982)

−0.119
(0.108)

— —

Model System GMM OLS System GMM Fixed effects
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Challenge FE No No No Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,633 1,633 3,091 3,159
Individuals 841 841 1,029 1,045
IVs 15 — 24 —
AR(2) pvalue — — 0.554 —
Hansen pvalue — — 0.653 —

Notes. Controls include weightit−1, numReportit, journalit,generalForumit,
groupForumit, challengeForumit, tenureit, tenure2it, and the constant term.
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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Table 7, Model 15, the effect of challengeit remains pos-
itive and significant after controlling for the challenge
dummies in a fixed-effects model. Thus, we can infer
that the correlation across participants in a challenge
is not a concern in our analysis.

7.5. Self-Reported Weight Outcomes
One potential source of endogeneity arises from the
fact that users self-report their weight, and each user
can misreport a lower weight. If this decision is not
random and correlated with users’ challenge partici-
pation, it can bias the estimated effect of challenge
participation. This decision can create a nonrandom
measurement error. For example, if those who experi-
ence a weight gain during participation in a challenge
choose to misreport a weight loss, then the estimated
effect of challenge participation will be biased. To ad-
dress this concern about the user’s decision to misre-
port a lower weight, we consider two cases. First, if an
individual has a motivation to misreport his or her
weight, and his or her behavior is consistent through-
out the time, then this error can be captured by the
unobserved fixed effect ηi in Equation (1). As our esti-
mation method controls for ηi, the estimation of β will
be unbiased. Second, if an individual’s motivation to
misreport varies over time, then we can model this be-
havior by breaking the error (eit) to Δit and e′it:

weightit � c+αweightit−1 + βchallengeit +XitΦ+ γzi +mt

+ ηi + e′it −Δit (6)
where Δit captures the amount of weight that the indi-
vidual reports lower than his or her true weight. In
this case, if an individual misreports regardless of par-
ticipating in a challenge, that is, if Δit is independent
of challengeit, then this error does not create a bias in
the estimation of β. If, however, an individual system-
atically misreports higher weight loss when he or she
is participating in a challenge, that is, if Δit is correlat-
ed with challengeit, then the effect of participating will
be biased and overestimated. We believe, however,
that this correlation is unlikely for two reasons. First,
individuals who participate in a challenge may misre-
port their weight to show that they have achieved the
challenge target or stand in a better ranking position
on the challenge leaderboard. With these two incen-
tives, untruthful challenge participants may never re-
port a “weight gain.” Although we cannot directly
measure whether the challenge participants are truth-
fully reporting their weight “amount,” we can exam-
ine how often they report a weight gain. Among 253
challenge adopters, 76 users (approximately 30%)
have reported a weight gain at least once during the
challenge participation. The fact that a high number of
challenge participants report a weight gain at least
once increases the reliability of their self-reporting

behavior. Moreover, we use a difference-in-differ-
ences approach to compare the behavior of reporting
a weight gain between adopters and nonadopters be-
fore and after the introduction of challenges. As
shown in Section A5 of the online appendix, there is
no significant difference between the reporting behav-
ior between adopters and nonadopters before and af-
ter the introduction of challenges. Thus, we can infer
that users are less likely to misreport during challenge
participation. One potential reason might be the ab-
sence of a prize for the winners of these challenges.

8. Conclusions
In this paper, we empirically examine the effective-
ness of gamified weight-loss challenges, using the
data from a leading online weight-loss community in
the United States. Our findings indicate that participa-
tion in gamified challenges has a positive and signifi-
cant effect on the weight-loss outcome. Users can
achieve a weight loss of 0.742 kg by participating in at
least one challenge a month, a healthy weight-loss
rate, according to the CDC guidelines.17 We discuss
and clarify the methodological strategies required to
analyze the dynamic nature of the weight-loss out-
come and overcome endogeneity problems in non-
experimental settings, using a system GMM model
combined with an IPW approach. We also compare
our system GMM results with a difference GMM dy-
namic approach and a difference-in-differences model
with time-varying treatment, coupled with propensity
score matching. We argue that a dynamic system
GMM model is more suitable for our study due to the
high inertial effects of the lagged dependent variable.

Focusing on the characteristics of an effective chal-
lenge, we show that not all gamified weight-loss
challenges are the same. Effective challenges do not
include a numeric weight-loss target; they focus on
exercise-only goals, and they have a large active
group size. We also show interaction effects between
the challenge goal characteristics and the challenge
size. The results show that the absence (presence) of a
numeric weight goal benefits users in exercise (diet)
challenges. Moreover, a small active group size can
help (hurt) users in exercise (diet) challenges. We dis-
cuss, as a potential underlying mechanism, the role of
leaderboards to induce social comparison and moti-
vate (discourage) users in exercise (diet) challenges.

The main contributions of this study are as follows.
First, we quantify the effect of participation in gami-
fied challenges on weight-loss outcome, using a sys-
tem GMM method combined with an IPW approach.
Despite the popularity of gamified challenges in on-
line weight-loss communities, no research examines
or quantifies their effectiveness on the weight-loss
outcome. Second, we contribute to the literature that
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focuses on the effect of dietary and physical activity
goals on weight loss. In contrast to earlier findings,
our results indicate that challenges with physical ac-
tivity goals have a positive effect on weight loss,
whereas challenges with diet goals or combined goals
are not effective, on average. We surmise that the dif-
ferences in our results as compared with earlier find-
ings are due to the use of leaderboards and induced
social comparison processes in our study. Third, we
contribute to the literature on the effect of gamifica-
tion on health outcomes by showing that high levels
of social comparison induced by leaderboards may
not benefit all behavioral goals.

Our findings have implications for designing successful
gamified systems. Our results suggest that gamification
elements, such as leaderboards, that induce competition
should be usedwith caution in goal-setting environments,
particularly when gamifying dietary goals. To induce an
encouraging level of social comparison, online weight-
loss communities can recommend a useful combination
of numeric weight goals, behavioral goals, and an optimal
number of participants in each challenge based on the ex-
istence of a numeric weight goal and the type of behavior-
al goals.

Our study raises valuable questions for future re-
search. First, based on our estimates from the dynamic
system GMM model, we show the positive effect of
participation in gamified challenges on short-term
weight-loss performance. Based on our system GMM
model estimates, we can roughly forecast the duration
in which each user can maintain the lost weight after
participating in a challenge. Due to our short panel
time frame and because many users do not report
their weight regularly in consecutive months, we have
a data limitation related to introducing deeper lags in
our dynamic model and more accurately evaluating
the long-term effect of participation in challenges on
weight-loss performance. Based on prior research, we
believe that adherence to gamified challenges can
breed long-term weight-loss achievement (Uetake and
Yang 2018). It also has been shown that most people
who succeed in losing weight over a short period re-
gained a substantial amount of their lost weight after
participation in the weight-loss competitions (Fother-
gill et al. 2016). Thus, it is important to quantify the
long-term effect of participation in online gamified
challenges. Further, in our study, less than 10% of the
challenge adopters participated in challenges in all
four months. The remainder of the challenge adopters
skipped one or more months and did not continue to
participate in new challenges. Investigating the effect
of continuous engagement in gamified challenges on
long-term weight-loss performance is, thus, an area
for future research.

Second, future research can evaluate the heteroge-
neous effect of gamified challenges across different

groups of users. Our system GMM model is robust to
all of the fixed unobserved effects, such as gender and
age. Due to the unavailability of such individual-level
measures, however, we could not shed light on the
heterogeneous effect of gamified challenges across dif-
ferent users. Third, we could not directly measure so-
cial comparison. Future research could investigate the
effect of users’ ranking on their future performance.
Finally, in our data, we did not observe the network
connection between users who were participating in a
challenge. The presence of online friends in a weight-
loss challenge might strengthen the effect of challenge
rankings. Further, participating in online challenges
can allow users to get to know successful users and
follow them after the challenge. Future research can
provide recommendations on the optimal user config-
uration of challenges, using such individual and on-
line social network data.
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Endnotes
1 Although studies have shown the importance of genetic factors in
determining individual susceptibility to obesity, genetic factors can-
not explain the obesity epidemic, as our genes have not changed
substantially during recent decades (Hill and Peters 1998).
2 If a challenge is finished within the first week of month t, then we
do not consider it in challengeit, but we count it in challengeit−1. Simi-
larly, if a challenge is started within the last week of month t, then
we do not consider it in challengeit, but we count it in challengeit+1.
There is no challenge in our data with a starting date in the last
week of month t and a finishing date in the first week of the next
month.
3 For example, in a challenge called “Lean by Halloween,” the in-
struction is to pick a costume and use it as motivation. Or, in anoth-
er challenge, the instruction is to break down the excuses and recog-
nize the truth.
4 We also consider tenureit to be a predetermined variable, that is,
independent of eit but correlated with ei1. Note that tenureit can be
written as tenureit � tenurei1 + (t− 1); thus, tenureit is a function of
tenurei1 and a deterministic time increment t. If users join the plat-
form when they have higher levels of motivation, then tenurei1 can
be correlated with ei1. Hence, tenureit can be correlated with ei1.
5 In an OLS model, the estimate of α is biased upward (downward)
if we assume a positive (negative) correlation between weightit−1
and ηi. Other OLS coefficient estimates also are biased (Trognon
1978).
6 The within estimator is inconsistent, because the mean-
differencing makes yit−1 − yi correlated with the error eit − ei, be-
cause yit−1 is correlated with eit−1 and with ei. Due to the negative
correlation of yit−1 with the error term eit − ei, the estimation of α in
the fixed-effects model will be biased downward.
7 We consider time dummies and challenge fixed effects as strictly
exogenous variables in our setting, and we use them as their own
IVs in the level equations.
8 “First-differences” subtracts the previous observation from the
contemporaneous one. Note that, in equation (2), “forward
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orthogonal deviations” are used for month dummies. Forward or-
thogonal deviation subtracts the average of all future “available”
observations of a variable (Arellano and Bover 1995). In our analy-
sis, to minimize data loss, we employ orthogonal deviations for all
variables.
9 This test has a null hypothesis of no autocorrelation and is applied
to differenced residuals. AR(1) tests the autocorrelation between
Δeit and Δeit−1. Usually, AR(1) rejects the null, because Δeit and
Δeit−1 have eit−1 in common. AR(2) tests the autocorrelation between
Δeit and Δeit−2. The AR(2) p-value is more important than that of
AR(1), because a rejected null hypothesis in AR(2) reveals a serial
correlation between errors, which shows that the validity of IVs is
violated.
10 Unlike Heckman’s (1976) approach, the IPW approach does not
require identifying exogenous variables to satisfy the exclusion
restrictions.
11 These weights are incorporated in the system GMMmodel by us-
ing the equation below:

β̂ � (X′WZAZ′WX)−1X′ZAZ′WY
where, for N observations, Y is the outcome matrix, X is the matrix
of regressors, Z is the matrix of instruments, and W is the matrix
that holds the weights. See Roodman (2009a) for a more detailed ex-
planation of how to use the Stata xtabond2 command and its option
to add weights to incorporate weights in a GMM estimation.
12 Lag 2 or deeper is for endogenous variables (e.g., challengeit−2 for
Dchallengeit) and lag 1 and deeper is for predetermined variables
(e.g., weightit−2 for Δweightit−1). We use only lag 1 to limit the num-
ber of instruments.
13 In dynamic panel models in which the autoregressive parameter
(α) is moderately large and the number of time series observations
is moderately small, the IVs in difference GMM (i.e., past levels of
the regressors) convey little information about the transformed re-
gressors (i.e., future changes). Therefore, the weak instruments
make the difference GMM estimator perform poorly (Blundell and
Bond 1998).
14 For example, for the predetermined variable yit−1, we
can collapse the set of instruments from
0
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where the first row of the matrix corresponds to t � 1.
15 Based on Equation (4), although the effect of challengeit on
weightLossit is −β (i.e., 0.742 kg), its effect on weightLossit+1 is −(1−
α)β (i.e., 0.134 kg), on weightLossit+2 is −α(1−α)β (i.e., 0.110 kg), on
weightLossit+3 is α2(1−α)β (i.e., 0.090 kg), and so on.
16 We examined other challenge characteristics, such as the total
number of members, the number of posts on challenge forums, and
the number of instructions. We did not, however, find any signifi-
cant interaction effects between the type of behavioral goals and
those characteristics.
17 See https://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/losing_weight/index.
html.
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